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en•pathos 
[in feeling] 

is a collaborative exhibit featuring binaural 
sound and visual art, curated for the strong 
emotions and memories they elicit within 

me. This specific pairing of art and sound is 
designed to create a sympathetic resonance 
of these emotions with the viewer. However, 
these pairings are only suggestions. Cutting 
wires allows the viewer to mix and match 

these sights and sounds, transforming  
empathy to my emotions, 
to feelings of their own. 

Curated and produced by Jessica Leigh Swift 
with the help of various collaborators.

Please type the link into your browser to hear the paired piece. 
They can also be found online at soundcloud.com/itsjswift



Excerpt from Unfolding Equinox, artwork and poetry 
by Shaina Nyman

“Unfolding Equinox”  investigates first love and first heartbreak 
through the use of photography, collage, and poetry.

Song pairing suggestion:
The Chain by Fleetwood Mac

http://bit.ly/2k8ASL9

Collaborators
Eoin Murphy – guitar, lead vocals

Kevin Segal – bass
Phil Conine – drums

Jonah Christian – guitar
Shannon Grubbs, Jessica Leigh Swift – backing vocals



Meaningful Adornment by Sam Malandra-Myers

Song pairing suggestion: 
Landslide by Fleetwood Mac

http://bit.ly/2keSLs0

Collaborators
Jonah Christian – guitar

Jessica Leigh Swift – vocals

Meaningful Adornment examines importance of jewelry and the 
connections they hold with their beholders, and the ways in which 

they are precious.



The Arch by Robert Fugelo

Song pairing suggestion: 
Sunday Candy by Donnie Trumpet and the Social Experiment feat. 

Chance the Rapper
http://bit.ly/2ALnaVy

The Arch was constructed for love, where two hearts and two 
people become one in the ceremony of matrimony.



Collaborators
Piece arranged by Reed Bodenstein, performed by 

The Rick Kerber Tribute Ensemble, directed by Randy Kapralick

Trumpets:
Joe Lockwood (Lead)

Dallas Taylor
 

Trombones:
Patrick Conlon

Randy Kapralick
 

Saxophones:
Mervin Toussaint – Alto Saxophone (Solo)

Cat Madewell – Tenor Saxophone
Robert Rutigliano – Bari Saxophone

 
Rhythm:

Jonah Christian – Guitar
Ian Sadock – Piano

Patrick Brennan - Bass
Brandon Pirrocco – Drums

Michael Santa Cruz – Tambourine

Leads:
Jon Williams

Liv Rand

Chorus:
Enrica Iacovone – Soprano
Ali Zaidspiner – Soprano
Bethany Harding – Alto

Sarah Hynson – Alto
Giacomo Fizzano – Tenor

Andrew Malabunga – Tenor
Robert Trubilla – Bass

Jon Williams – Bass



Song pairing suggestion:
Our America

http://bit.ly/2ipUvOz

The bullet droppings were recorded from Josh Thorps’s show, 
A Little More Spring, with his full permission. Each bullet 

represented a victim of gun violence in Chicago from January to 
April of 2017. The news reports are from a few prominent incidents 

that have occurred within the last year.

The Captain’s Shield by John and Jessica Swift, adapted from Marvel



Thank You’s:
(Y’all know I’m a major sap so here we go.)

I wrote my thank you’s in the middle of June because this project has 
become so massive and very personal, so I wanted to make sure that 
I got everyone from the start. First off, thank you to Michael John-

son for seeing the potential in me from day one, it means so much to 
me, and everything else you have done in the last few years. Thank 

you to Paul Schuette for listening to my crazy ramblings about differ-
ent projects and pulling me into something realistic. Thank you to 
Neal, Amanda, Michelle, Micah, Marc and everyone in the School 

of Music and College of Performing Arts. Thank you to Ashley, Sam, 
Isabella, Shaina, Mackenzie, Evan and Sam B, Dean, Lee, Shannon, 
Kevin, Allie, and all my friends for constantly listening to me ram-
ble on and on forever and for believing that I could do something 
more, and for your undying love and support. Thank you to Debi 

Leonard, for taking me in at UArts and becoming like family to me, 
for letting me reach out and come to you no matter what, and for 

always responding with kindness and love. Thank you to everyone 
in my SFS family for taking care of me the last three and a half years. 

Thank you to Sara, Josh, Erik, Amy and all the wonderful people 
in the Office of Student Life for letting me be part of your family as 
well. Thank you to all my collaborators for participating and letting 

your art be part of this project. Ten million major thank yous to John 
Paul Beattie for taking me under your wing and hearing every detail, 
aspect, problem, fear, and excitement that I’ve had for binaural and 
for this project, and for guiding me in the right direction–it means 

the absolute world to me. Thank you to my enormous family and all 
your well wishes, love and support. Thank you to my siblings, JJ and 
Jul, for being by my side. And finally and most importantly, thank 

you to my parents, Jay and Kathy, for all the sacrifices you have made 
for me and our family, for your unconditional love and support in all 
that I do, for being there for me through every step of the way. I will 
never be able to show you how much I love you both and how much 

you mean to me, and how much you inspire me every single day. 


